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Letters 
 
 
To the Editor: 
 
Since arriving home ten days ago and finding your July issue of HISTORICISM, I have kept it with me, 
reading whenever I have time. I have nearly finished it and appreciate your viewpoints, which appear in 
every way parallel with my own. I must confess that I have not, however, found your paper substantially 
helpful in removing my uneasy feeling about the complex and highly theoretical approach to the historical 
applications. 
 
It isn't so much a question of interpretation as of the great breadth and depth of historical background and 
theory required to arrive at many of the points. Some in particular appear downright conjectural and a few 
even unreal; nevertheless, they do fit my own highly "prejudiced" conceptual overview. 
 
My position has always been determined by a conceptual frame which depends on parallelism of 
prophecies (Ch. 2, 7, 9, & 10-12) rather than by historical perspectives. That is why I was so impressed 
by your various linguistic approaches which so amazingly bypassed any historical detail [see 
No. 6/Apr 86, FWH]. I felt comfortable with that, but was hoping when you got around to the historical 
aspects you would provide me a simpler basis for historical interpretation. . . . 
 
A. Leroy Moore, Ph.D. 
Kamiah, ID 
 
 
I can appreciate what you say about the need for simplicity. But the structure of Dan 11 is really not 
complicated. The chapter divides into three approximately equal parts. In terms of Dan 2, which is an 
unavoidable starting point, the first part corresponds to brass, the second part to iron, and the third part to 
iron mixed with clay. Thus, the first part represents Greece, the second part secular Rome, and the third 
part religious Rome. The center of the chapter focuses on Christ at His first coming and the end of the 
narrative focuses on Christ at His second coming.  
 
This much is simple enough to be believable. But if we stop here, important questions remain 
unanswered. For example, what are the three parts of the chapter? Also, what does Christ's position at 
the center of the chapter (and of a section) say about how we should interpret the verses on either side of 
that mid point? Such questions cannot go unanswered and there are others that need to be raised as 
well. And yet in discussing this important chapter one could easily give an impression that is false by 
trying to say too many things that are true. It is as you say, there is no substitute for simplicity.] - FWH  
 
 

Comments 
 
I would like to see someone do a comprehensive but well digested study sometime on Ellen White's use 
of the Revised Version of 1901. Over and above documenting just how extensively she used a version 
other than King James, the text readings that form the basis for her preference should be compared at 
each point. If done well, a paper along these lines could be an interesting and significant piece of work.  

 


